“Thank you for a safe, thoughtful approach to
summer 2020. Special kudos to nurse Lynn Johnson
and all the directors for all the COVID planning and
sticking to the plan even when it was hard…I love that
my kids learn about love, discipleship and the Lord
while having fun and thinking this is the coolest life.
Metigoshe is a Gift of God in and of itself and through
it we all experience God’s blessings.”
–THEA ROTHMANN, camper parent and
summer staff alumnus

“Camp Metigoshe is a very special place,
and Grandparents Camp is a special time, for
grandparents and grandchildren to have quality
time together learning great lessons about God, God’s
world, and how to live in it.”
–MARY NORDMARK, who came to grandparents
camp in 2020 with grandson Brandon

The Resurgency!
Goal $235,000

This is what it will take, in new gifts, to meet
the “Resurgency” appeal goal by December 31.
1 gift of $25,000 or more
1 gift of $15,000 or more
6 gifts of $10,000 or more
8 gifts of $5,000 or more
12 gifts of $2,500 or more
25 gifts of $1,000 or more
50 gifts of $ 500 or more
100 gifts of $100 or more
And many more gifts of other amounts to
reach $235,000.

“I love Camp Metigoshe because you learn about
God, others and yourself in a peaceful and loving
environment in nature – with a splash of fun and
awesomeness added to it!”
–KRISTA PERMENTIER, camper

“Metigoshe is a very organized camp that allows
children to unplug from everyday noise and learn with
their fellow peers about Jesus in the most fun ways ever!”
–NATASHA CHRISTIANSON, camper parent

“This year was weird because it was hard to ‘be together,’
but when everything in the world felt like it was falling
apart, it was nice to have a home with a community that
was united by camp and our commitment to ensuring
an Adventure Anchored in Christ.”
–MIRANDA SKANCKE, 4th Year Summer Camp Staff

“I experienced Adventure Anchored in Christ through
all of camp. Whether it’s deep conversations with
campers or playing in a silly skit, I can see the love of
God through everyone. Even during a pandemic we were
able to connect virtually and ‘be together.’ Camp staff
truly goes beyond expectations to share God’s love.”
–TRENT HUNSKOR, 2nd Year Summer Camp Staff

Welcome to

Adventure Anchored in Christ
165 Lake Loop Road
Bottineau, ND 58318-8242
 701.263.4788
 701.263.4250
 www.metigosheministries.com

Resurgency!
A N URGENT A PPEA L TO SUPPORT
THE RESURGENT, CHRIST-CENTERED
MINISTRY OF CA MP METIGOSHE

Signature ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Each gift received between October 1 and December 31 will result in an additional gift of $200, contributed by challenge donors!)

A table of gifts appears on the back of this brochure.
The table indicates both the dollar size of gifts that
will be needed and the quantity of each level of gift
to subscribe the goal.

Name on Card ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Every gift of any amount will be Important to the
effort. Every gift received between October 1 and
December 31 will result in an additional gift of $200
from challenge gifts totalling $40,000 provided by
loyal Metigoshe donors. Gifts may be made by
check, credit card or committed as pledge to be
paid by year’s end.

Card Number ______________________________________________________________ Exp. Date _________________________

A Match for
Your Response!

 by Credit Card (  Visa  Mastercard  Discover  American Express)

STAFF ALUMNI: Lynn Johnson, camp nurse

 To be given in one payment on or about (date) ______________________________

CAMPER FAMILIES: Ryan & Nikki Taylor

 To be given in monthly payments of $ _______________ (To be completed by December 31)

FOREST SOCIETY & CIII: Terry & Ann Zeltinger

 Included in total with this form

This has created financial challenges to our
ministry as we carefully navigate our way into an
uncertain future.

CHAIR: Bruce & Cindy Carlson

A total gift of $ ______________________________________ to be provided as follows:

It was thrilling to begin welcoming 458 campers
beginning late in June. But that was only 1/3
of the total normal number of campers each
summer. Attendance was hindered because of a
shortened season and the number of campers per
cabin was limited to one-half capacity to provide
safe distancing. We could not safely conduct any
Day Camps or Voyageur programs - meaning
another 1,200 campers missed for the summer!!
And crucial investments were made to provide
modifications to ensure virus free environments
throughout all facilities.

Listed below are members of the Resurgency Team
for the appeal:

I/We gladly and gratefully commit the following gift to “The Resurgency.”

All camp, conference and retreat programs were
cancelled from March through the end of June.
This resulted in considerable lost income. Some
program income and expenses were reduced, while
fixed overhead and operating costs continued.
Additionally, fixed overhead, operating costs, and
program expenses are expected to increase as a
result of the pandemic.

Key Leadership

My/Our Response

The 2020 Covid19 pandemic has been challenging
for many and certainly for Metigoshe Ministries.
But our vision and mission have not been altered.
Much prayerful and science-based consideration
has been given as we have sought to safely live out
our mission.

The appeal will run from October 1 through
December 31, 2020 and will seek gifts from the
many and generous supporters of Metigoshe
Ministries. Every new gift that is received between
October 1 and December 31 will help in attaining
the $235,000 goal. As of October 15, $47,000 in new
gifts have been received toward the appeal goal.
We’re on our way!

City State Zip ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

As Metigoshe carefully resumes full ministry activity,
it is critical to be able do so at full capacity and from
a healthy financial position – it is urgent that gifts
are available to help the resurgent ministry! That is
why “The Resurgency” appeal has been launched.

Address _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Goal $235,000

Name(s) ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Resurgency Appeal

